
Please carefully read the operation instructions before use of the product.

Operation installation

GDL Series Multi-stage Pipeline Centrifugal Pump
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GDL SERIES MULTI-STAGE PIPELINE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

OUTLINE

GDL

GDLS

(0 90 180 )

Model GDL multi-stage pipeline centrifugal pump is a

new generation product designed and made by this Co.on

the basis of the excellent pump types both domestic and

overseas and combining the requirements of use.

This pump uses a vertical,sectional and stainless steel

casing structure to have both inlet and outlet on a same le-

vel,of a same aperture and capable of being mounted in a

pipeline just as a valve and collects the merits of the high

pressure of a multi-stage pump,a less land area of a vertical

pump and convenient installation of a pipeline pump and,

due to the excellent hydraulic model it adopts,also features a

high efficiency,energy-saving,stabl running ect.,in addition,e

because of the wearable mechanical seal it uses as the shaft

seal, it has no leak and a long duration of use.

To provide a better statisfaction to the requirements of

users,this Co.also develops model GDLS the outlet of which

is located on the upper part and both inlet and outlet can be

mounted in different opposite positions(0 90 180 ),

leaving an extremely convenient use.

1.This pump can transport pure water and the liquid the

natures of both physics and chemistry of which are si-

milar to those of pure water.

2.Liquid temperature:-15 +104 .

3.Working pressure:maximum one 2.5MPa,i.e.the system

pressure+the pressure at work with valve closed 2.5MPa.

4.The ambient temperature should be below 40 ,RH no

more than 95%.

5.Please make a note at order if the pump is used to Tra-

Nsport corrosive media and hot liquid so as for us special

materials to meet with the demand.

, ,

Mainly used for the circulation and boost of both cold

and hot pure waters in a high pressure moving system,water

supply with pumps in parallel in a high building,the water

supply and cooling water system of fire-fighting and boilers

and the transporting of various rinsing liquids.

RANGE OF APPLICATION

1

2 -15 +104
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2.5MPa

4 40 95
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WORKING CONDITIONS

03
GDLS type pump sketch drawing of structure
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MODEL MEANING
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Pump casing

Tensile bolt

Outer cylinder

Impeller

Impeller baffle

Muff

Seal-washer

Nut

Wedge

Motor

Clutch

Linking seat

Air nozzle

Mechanical seal

Shaft

Middle section

Muff out
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GDL TYPE PUMP SKETCH DRAWING OF STRUCTURE
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Model GDL multi-stage pipeline centrifugal pump
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5 stages

Rated head 15m

Rated flow 12m /h
3

Lower-suction upper-out type

Vertical multi-stage pipeline centrifugal pump

DN of both inlet and outlet 50mm
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GDLS TYPE PUMP SKETCH DRAWING OF STRUCTURE
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Suck-in section

Tensile bolt

Outer cylinder

Impeller

Impeller baffle

Seal-washer

Nut

Outlet section

Clutch

Motor

Linking seat

Sealing seat

Compound bearing

Bearing seat

Mechanical seal

Shaft

Middle section

Muff nut

Bearing of water lubricateGDLS

Model GDLS multi-stage lower-suction upper-out pipeline centrifugal pump
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1.The pipeline weight should not be supported by the Pump

in installation,or it would be easily made damaged;

2.Both pump and motor are integrally structured and cal-

lbrated by the manufacturer at ex-works, so no need to

do any adjustment in installation and leaving a very con

venient work;

3.Tighten the foot bolts and check them every a certain period

of time to prevent them from being loose,thus preventing

the pump performance from being affected due to a severe

vibration of it at starting;

4.Check of there is any hard objects (such as stones,iron-

sand etc.)inside of the flow path of the pump before in-

stallation so as to prevent the flow-passing parts from

being made demaged during its running of the pump;

5.For a convenient service and operation safety, mount an

adjusting valve on both inlet and outlet pipelines and a

piezometer near both inlet and outlet,and for the pump of

a high head, a check vavle before the gate vavle,so as to

meet With the accident of power loss such as an abrupt

cut-off,thus making sure the pump runs under the best

working conditions and extending its duration of use;

6.In case of a suction stroke for the pump to be used with,

a foot vavle has to be mounted and both inlet and out

let pipelines should not have too many bends and water

or air leak so as to avoid affecting its suction performance;

7.Mount a filter before the inlet to have any foreign ma-

-tters stopped there to prevent the flow path against be

ing blocked up and thus keeping the pump's performa-

nce well;

8.Move the rotor part before mounting pipelines to see if

there is any frictional sound or jamming and disassemble

the pump and check the causes if any;

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS START AND STOP

1

2

3 50 /h

4

5

Preparations before starting:

1.Turn the clutch with hand,the impeller should not be jam-

med and moves flexibly;

2.Open the inlet valve and the exhaust valve to let the liquid

full of the pump cavity, then close the exhaust vavle;

3.Preheat the pump with a temperature rise rate 50 /h if

used to transport hot liquid, the preheat is made by the

continuous circulation of the liquid being transported and,

in this way,every part of it is evenly heated;

4.First move the pump by several turns to have the lubricat-

ing water into the end-face of the mechanical seal;

5.Apply a spot-moving on the motor to see if it moves in

the correct direction;

1

2

3 0 ,

4

Stop

1.Gradually close the valve on the outlet pipeline and cut

off the power;

2.Close the inlet valve;

3.Drain the liquid inside of the pump out completely in

case of an ambient temperature below zero to prevent

the Pump against being frozen;

4.Disassemble the pump and clean it,then pack and store it in

case of a long time stop of use.
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3 / 75

Start and run

1.Fully open the inlet valve and close the valve on the outlet

pipeline;

2.Turn on the power and ,when the pump reaches the normal

Rotating speed,gradually open the valve on the outlet Pipe-

line and adjust it to the desired working conditions;

3.Take care of viewing the readings on the meter and check

the leakage from the shaft seal, which,as a mechanical

seal under the normal state,is 3 drops/min,and the temp-

Erature on both motor and bearing,which should be

75 .Settle it at once in case of an abnormal condition;

The connection of the power supply to both motor

and control equipment can be implemented by the

special technicians.

Carefully read the manual of the electric equipment

manufacturer, the national standard of the electric

device and the related norms of law of the local

power supplier.

Both pump and related equipments shall be grounded

strictly.



1. For the sake of safety, set a proper obstruction

around the working area and never let any per-

sons irrelevant to the work in, especially in the

place where the pump apparatus are moved away.

2. After installation or maintenance, check all the

fixing and connecting bolts for safety.

Prior to stopping the pump for repair, please do cut

off the power! And present "This equipment is in

repair" on the switch of the main power!
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MAINTENANCE
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Maintenance in running

1.The inlet pipeline must be highly sealed without water, air

leak;

2.Prohibit the pump from running for a long time under the

vapour corroded status;

3.Prohibit the pump from running under the working co-

ndition with a heavy flow and the motor from moving

for a long time under and over-current;

4.Periodically check the current value of the motor during

pump's running and have the pump run within the desig-

ned working conditions as can as possible;

5.Have a special person look after the pump when it runs

to avoid any accidents;

6.Lubricate the bearings every 500h of the pump's running;

7.After a long time running,stop the pump and take a check

when the noise and vibration of the unit is found incre-

ased and, if necessary,replace the easily worn out parts

and the bearing.the limited period for the unit to be ex-

haused is one year in general.

Maintenance of mechanical seal

1.The lubricating liquid for the mechanical seal should be

clean without any solid grains.

2.Prohibit the mechanical seal from working in drywea-

ring;

3.Turn the pump(motor)by several turns before starting so

as to prevent the mechanical seal from being broken and

damaged due to an abrupt starting.

FAILURES CAUSES AND TROUBLESHOOTING

1

No water out of pump

2

Unenough flow with

pump

3

Too big power

4

Noise and vibration

5

Motor heated

6

Pump leaks

Failure Possible causes Troubleshooting

a.

b.

c.

d.

Mechanical seal worn out

Sand-hole or breaking on pump casing

Seal-surface no flat

Mounting bolts loose

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Inlet and outlet valves not opened and pipelines blocked up

impeller's flow path blocked up

Uncorrect motor's moving direction,motor is lack of phase with

a very slow moving

Air leaks from suction pipe

Pump not full of liquid,air exists inside of it

Water-supply to the inlet unsufficient,too high suction stroke,

foot valve leaks

Too big resistance on pipeline,unproper model selection

a. 1.

b.

c.

d.

First check according to 1.

Pipeline,pump's flow path or impeller partially blocked up,water filth

precipitates,unenough opening of valves

Voltage slightly low

Impeller worn out

a.

b.

c.

Used with rated flow surpassed

Too high suction stroke

Bearing of pump worn out

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Pipeline unstably supported

Gas mixed with liquid

Vapour corrosion produced

Bearing damaged

Motor moves with overload

a.

b.

c.

d.

Too big flow,moving with overload

Partial friction

Motor's bearing damaged

Voltage insufficient

a.

b.

c.

d.

e. (

)

f.

Che k,remove the blocking matters

Adjust the direction,fix motor's wiring

Tighten each sealed face,exhaust air

Open pump cover or exhaust valve to exhaust air completely

Stop and check,then adjust(this trouble is easy to occur for the

network-parallel water pipe and that with suction stroke)

Reduce bends on pipeline,reselect model

c

a.

b.

c.

d.

Relace it

Weld it or replace it

Trim it

Tighten

a.

b.

c.

d.

Reduce the opening of outlet valve

Check and get rid of it

Replace it

Stabilize it

a.

b.

c.

d.

e. 5.

Stabilize it

Raise suction pressure, exhaust gas

Lower vacuum degree

Replace it

Adjust it per 5.

a.

b.

c.

Asjust flow,reduce the opening of outlet valve

Lower it

Replace it

a. 1.

b.

c.

d.

first troubleshoot per 1.

get rid of the blocking matters,readjust the opening

stabilize voltage

replace it


